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Abstract 

Do neighborhood dynamics shape local businesses’ strategies and their survival (or failure)? 

Specifically, how do local businesses respond to the increasing rental prices that arise from 

gentrification process? In this proposal, we show an interesting way to identify effects of 

gentrification on the locality of business across different neighborhoods (i.e. zip-code) in New York 

City (e.g. in Harlem). By focusing on salons, which is genuinely local by nature compared to other 

types of businesses that do not depend on local neighbors, we seek to understand the complex 

interplay between shop owners, workers, customers, and local residents during the gentrification 

process. To do so, we collect the data about changes in housing or rental prices in diverse 

neighborhoods in Harlem as well as the number of hair and nail salons in the corresponding zip code 

areas using Yelp. By comparison, we also collect the number of restaurants in nearby neighborhoods, 

Upper West and Upper East. In addition, we conduct qualitative interviews with salon owners, staff, 

customers, and nearby local residents. We find that the increasing housing price in zip code areas 

reduces the number of hair/nail salons and restaurants in Harlem area. However, these relationships 

are shown to be opposite in Upper West and Upper East. Our qualitative interview explores why. At 

the end, we discuss the limitation of current research, and propose new research program using Yelp 

data to study the locality of gentrification process.  

Background and Significance 

Prior literature studies how the role of gentrification process in Harlem plays on middle-class 

blacks’ adaption to the new community where their newness, class position and lifestyle potentially 
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set them apart (Taylor 1992)1. The author argues that gentrification would inevitably cause 

competition over space, thereby leading to the increasing rental price. For the most part in Harlem, 

according to her research, businesses and services in Harlem still cater to the black residents who 

form the vast majority of its inhabitants. Taking the barber shops and hair salons in that area as an 

example, the author finds that the existing community is distinctly characterized by a racial identity, 

which creates a community that serves their needs for racial pride and awareness. Furthermore, their 

bonds of fellowship contribute to a sense of belonging in a larger collectivity defined by race; local 

neighbors solidify their racial identification and a commitment to the black community. Despite its 

theoretical insights on the relationship between rental price and small businesses in Harlem, the 

study fails to show how systematically gentrification process affects the success or failure of local 

process. 

In addition to the focus on middle-class blacks’ adaptation to the new community, prior studies 

focus on economic perspectives. For example, Zukin (1987) studies about a geographical reshuffling, 

among neighborhoods and metropolitan areas, of professional, managerial, and technical employees 

who work in corporate, government, and business services. In addition, Billingham (2015) studies 

urban changes as symptoms of gentrification in contemporary American society. This article 

analyzes the impact of gentrification on economy in a broader way, and comes to a conclusion that 

gentrification has positive impact on boosting economy. The process of gentrification is especially 

catering to the middle-class and is suitable for economy development. However, these studies do not 

                                                

1 By searching relevant articles through JSTOR, we find several partially relevant articles. However, as far as we 
have seen, there is no article directly analyze the impact of rising rental price on the distribution or characteristic of these 
salons in Harlem. By typing the key words “salons” and “Harlem”, we find one article related to our topic. Then we 
searched some broader set of key words “gentrification”, “business”, and “Harlem”, or “gentrification” and “business” to 
find the relevant articles.  
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consider the role of increasing rental prices in the process, and do not distinguish the local business 

from the global business (e.g. chain enterprises). We argue that the locality of business is a key to 

understand how some types of business can sustain despite the sharp increase in rental prices during 

the gentrification process.  

Prince (2002) discusses the changes in race, class, and belonging in Harlem. As Harlem had 

begun its gentrification process in the mid-1970, more affluent white people moved into Harlem and 

caused displacement of some poor local black residents. The class hierarchy became more distinct. 

Some of the local residents therefore were threatened by rising rents, higher taxes and fears of 

displacement. They struggled to avoid racial tension and the scrutiny of the white gaze in order to 

live in an area where they can adequately decompress from the stresses they have. It is an interesting 

finding that gentrification has an impact on local people’s mentality and daily life, but we ask further, 

how local shop owners and residents can respond to the gentrification process in a way to avoid this 

stress-enhancing process?   

Building on these prior literature, we argue that the increasing rental prices during the 

gentrification process suppress the survival of local business because of deprivation of local culture 

and demands. However, the increasing rental price will lead to the increase of global business 

because of an influx of affluent population. And, further we argue that this differential gentrification 

effect is more pronounced in neighborhoods which are currently suffering from the gentrification 

process such as Harlem rather than areas where gentrification is completed such as Upper West or 

East in New York city. Our question is how gentrification has an impact on the survival of local 

small businesses, and X is an increase in housing price and Y is a distribution of hair and nail salons. 

Our hypothesis is, an increase in housing price will decrease the amount of local hair and nail salons 
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in Harlem area. Table 1 summarizes our prediction on the effects of increasing rental prices on the 

number of business types. 

Table1. The expected relationship between the increasing housing price and the number of shops. 

 In Harlem In Upper West or East 

Local Business (nail and hair salons) - (negative relationship) + (positive relationship) 

Global Business (restaurants) + (positive relationship) + (positive relationship) 

 

Making comparisons helps us to gain more knowledge about the extent of that impact, both on local 

businesses and chain enterprises. It is important because knowing the current economic situation in 

Harlem would provide useful information for future developments and plans to help improve 

Harlem’s economy. Specifically, after knowing its impact on local business, we can figure out some 

current social and economic problems existing in Harlem. Therefore, hopefully we provide our 

research outcomes to the policy makers, governments, or authorities, so that they can adapt some 

new policies or make some changes to the existing policies, to better the lives of the people. Our 

motivation to conduct this research is that despite the effects of gentrification, there are still so many 

existing salons! By focusing on our topic, we can explore something that prior studies haven’t: the 

interaction between locals and salons, and how “local” salons really are.  

 

Design: data and methods 

In this research, the independent variable X is gentrification. We measure it by using the increase of 

housing prices. If housing and rental prices are increasing, people move in and out of neighborhood, 

leading to changes in neighborhood characteristics. The dependent variable is the distribution of nail 
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and hair salons. Also, because we want to show exactly “how” and to what extent are hair and nail 

salons depend on local residents as potential customers, we will make a comparison between the 

distribution of salons (which are dependent on local residents) and restaurants (which are 

independent of local residents). The distinction of the distribution of these two interesting yet 

internally different industries will indicate the locality of local small businesses in Harlem---hence, 

hair and nail salons.  

 Because the single use of on analysis method will be sometimes misleading and show only 

partial truth, in this research, we use both quantitative and qualitative methods to analyze our data.  

 (1) Quantitative Data Collection : Our main qualitative data source is obtained from Yelp. First, 

we identify the areas which are interesting and highly relevant with our research: Central Harlem, 

East Harlem, Upper East side, and Upper West side. Then, the corresponding zip code of these 

particular areas are used to facilitate our further research. Specifically, we search on Yelp to find out 

exactly how many salons and restaurants are available in these zip code areas. Moreover, we 

discover the housing/ rental prices, and also the population in each of these areas2. Afterwards, to 

eliminate the counterargument that rich areas hold more salons, we divide the number of salons and 

restaurants by the population in each of their corresponding areas, getting the number of salons and 

restaurants per capita. In this way, because poor neighborhoods accommodate less residents and 

more affluent neighborhoods inevitably more, the results accords with our hypothesis. Figure 1 

shows an example of Yelp data page. Table 2 shows all data we collected about each zip code across 

different neighborhoods in New York city. 

                                                

2 http://www.zillow.com/research/zhvi-methodology-6032/ 
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Table 2. Data that produce the Figure 1. 

Area	 zipcode	
population	

size	

adjusted	median	

household	price	

number	of	

salons	

number	of	

salons	per	

person	

number	of	

restaurant	

number	of	

restaurant	

per	capita	

CENTRAL	HARLEM	 10026	 	 24,221	 	 	 647,150,670	 	 	 206	 	 0.009	 504	 0.021	

CENTRAL	HARLEM	 10027	 	 37,948	 	 	 918,919,244	 	 	 585	 	 0.015	 1364	 0.036	

CENTRAL	HARLEM	 10030	 	 17,771	 	 	 345,769,267	 	 	 255	 	 0.014	 364	 0.020	

CENTRAL	HARLEM	 10037	 	 13,151	 	 	 302,363,285	 	 	 597	 	 0.045	 1343	 0.102	

CENTRAL	HARLEM	 10039	 	 17,839	 	 	 314,410,796	 	 	 536	 	 0.030	 1159	 0.065	

EAST	HARLEM	 10029	 	 48,403	 	 	 1,050,141,146	 	 	 624	 	 0.013	 1541	 0.032	

EAST	HARLEM	 10035	 	 20,395	 	 	 371,898,932	 	 	 551	 	 0.027	 1289	 0.063	

UPPER	EAST	 10021	 	 42,627	 	 	 1,022,024,689	 	 	 1,449	 	 0.034	 3707	 0.087	

UPPER	EAST	 10028	 	 36,525	 	 	 964,357,485	 	 	 1,114	 	 0.031	 2388	 0.065	

UPPER	EAST	 10044	 	 6,218	 	 	 245,689,719	 	 	 158	 	 0.025	 369	 0.059	

UPPER	EAST	 10065	 	 18,690	 	 		 	 1,656	 	 		 4657	 		

UPPER	EAST	 10075	 	 16,912	 	 	 1,978,398,374	 	 	 1,249	 	 0.074	 3026	 0.179	

UPPER	EAST	 10128	 	 47,627	 	 	 1,297,606,355	 	 	 909	 	 0.019	 1961	 0.041	

UPPER	WEST	 10023	 	 48,044	 	 	 1,270,483,799	 	 	 1,091	 	 0.023	 2916	 0.061	

UPPER	WEST	 10024	 	 47,261	 	 	 1,108,944,328	 	 	 763	 	 0.016	 1633	 0.035	

UPPER	WEST	 10025	 	 70,190	 	 	 1,675,737,238	 	 	 2,195	 	 0.031	 5117	 0.073	

 

Results 

We create two graphs whose X is increasing rental price, and Y is distribution of salons in 

Graph1, and Distribution of restaurants in graph 2. But since we strive to understand the “locality” of 

salons compared to other business industries( specifically, to what extent do salons depend on local 

residents for revenue and survival), we make a comparison between the two graphs below: Graph 1 

is the relationship between housing price and number of salons per capita, Graph 2 is the relationship 
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between housing price and number of restaurants per capita.  

 

Figure 1. The relationship between the median housing price and the number of different types of 

shops per capita in two different neighborhoods. (Upper two graphs are based on Harlem, the lower 

two based on gentrified Upper East and West) 

	 In	Harlem	 In	Upper	West	or	East	

Local	Business	 	

(nail	 and	 hair	

salons)	

	 	

Global	

Business	 	

(restaurants)	

	 	

 

Why? From Qualitative Interviews 

Apart from all these quantitative data analysis, we were also able to reach local residents by 

exploring deeper into Harlem. We made careful observation of the neighborhoods, and paid close 
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attention to their differences.  

The wealthier neighborhoods in Harlem, where commercial development is relatively high, 

doesn’t have space for salons. As we inquired local venders on the street, they agree that tourism in 

that area is indeed propelling the local economy, but also drives out small local businesses. For 

example, a sunglass vender said: “Harlem is a great place, you know? People come from everywhere! 

Tourism is boosting the economy around.” But when we furthered our questions about the situations 

of small businesses that don’t usually cater to tourists and wealthier people, he admitted: “Richer 

people and shops arrive to take up all the spaces, and rental prices are so high that salons do get 

kicked out.” This is obviously true because according to our observation, the wealthier commercial 

neighborhoods have almost zero salons in sight. The surviving businesses are either chain businesses 

such as McDonald’s or H&M, and restaurants or sports shops receiving tourists.  

Moving on, another encounter brought great surprises. After we spotted two African American 

middle-aged women sitting on chairs on the pavement, we approached them and made inquisitions 

about neighborhood changes, and the situation of local small businesses. Surprisingly yet not at all 

unexpectedly, one of the woman who identified herself as a teacher in a local school, revealed 

shocking truths about the neighborhood: “Of course richer and white people are moving in, but they 

don’t support the local businesses! They would rather go downtown to buy a book for twenty dollars 

than spend five in our bookstores.” The woman sitting with her, a small jewelry stand owner, said: 

“They don’t see your work as valuable, the people moving in. They come from the suburbs because 

rentals are cheaper here. But they still get everything they need from downtown.”  

Their words provide shocking insights into the locals’ conditions, and sheds light on the reason 

why local small businesses struggle so hard to remain (although almost always driven out). 
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Moreover, their words speak more than business. They uncover disturbing phenomenon such as 

discrimination and police brutality. “The cops moving in are white. The kid got his hands up in the 

air and they still shot him” Although this is only one person’s opinion, it reveals more complicated 

problems related to this overwhelming process of gentrification.  

Apart from interviewing residents, we also interviewed salon owners and customers in the area: 

Morning Side---Malcome X, 122st---126st. Although we interviewed a fair amount of different 

salons, the answers provided are generally the same with a few minor differences. For example, most 

of the salon owners admit increase in rental prices, and confirm relying mostly on local (especially 

African American) residents for constant income. A lot of them admit rising competition because 

more businesses are moving in the area. They mostly advertise online and send emails to local 

residents. Only a few salons in commercial areas receive about 30% non-local customers.  

In addition to salon owners, we also interviewed some customers that all identified a close 

relationship with salon staff:” I always come here” says a lady, noting that she is familiar with the 

staff. Other customers often point out that local salons have established presentable reputation and 

advertisements are able to be found online. The staff members in salons also admit that almost 

entirely their customers are African American residents, and they have lowered the price of service, 

expanding the kinds of service to cater to customers’ different needs to meet rising competition, 

while having a nice relationship with frequent customers. All the information above helps us to 

discover more about neighborhood characteristics, and contemplate the impact of gentrification on 

various aspects of the life of residents in affected areas.  

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
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By using Yelp and conducting interviews with local salon owners, staff and residents, we find 

that gentrification in poor neighborhoods not only generates a negative impact on small local 

businesses, but also on chain businesses such as restaurants. Whereas in gentrified areas, the number 

of shops increase as rental prices go up. Specifically, as housing and rental price increase, the 

distribution of local small businesses becomes tremendously sparser and the distribution of chain 

businesses that don’t necessarily depend on locals for revenue---e.g: restaurants are also negatively 

affected. This unexpected finding contradicts our prior hypothesis that restaurants stay roughly 

unaffected. When local residents are driven away due to unaffordable rental prices, and new-comers 

of the neighborhood don’t support local shops, these local businesses no longer received constant 

clientele and were forced to close down. In contrast, restaurants and salons in wealthier gentrified 

areas may cater to people all around the world---tourists and visitors, and people from downtown. In 

this way, there’s a stark contrast between the survival of salons and restaurants in Harlem and those 

in gentrified areas. This finding proves just how “local” salons really are, and also yields unexpected 

results such as declining business of restaurants in Harlem.  

  Nevertheless, limitations are present in this research. First, there are confounding variables, 

such as racial, ethical differences in customers. Specifically, several of the salons in Harlem cater 

specifically to African American females. Therefore, people may still support these salons even if 

they have rather low income, because hair braiding is perceived as culturally significant. Second, zip 

codes might not be an appropriate representation of the neighborhood unit of the areas studied. 

Moreover, Yelp will always be insufficient in providing very specific details of businesses, and there 

must also be unregistered salons that are unreachable. And, due to limited time, we are unable to 

gain more understanding of the relationship between shops and customers. Last but not least, the 
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interview results we get might not be entirely plausible, because people might have biased 

perceptions that put subjectivity into this research.  In a sense, the data collected in general is 

effective and useful, though limited by time, resource, and subjectivity.  

As for future plans, researchers should scrutinize the reviews of salons and restaurants to unravel 

more information about the relationship between shops, staff, and customers. Also, careful 

inspection of the history of local shops in areas interested will provide a historical context in which 

we can understand our study thoroughly. Given the time, this research should be conducted with a 

grander view.  We will be able to compare salons in Harlem not only with restaurants, but with 

other industries in different parts of the world. All we need, is a broader view, and a drive to better 

the lives of people.  

In conclusion, by differentiating salons with restaurants, we can identify the impact of 

gentrification on local small businesses and their ways to survive in a world where competition and 

monetary needs increase. We show how types of business, social context and local interaction play 

complex dynamics in people’s everyday life. 
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